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ABSTRACT 

For Internet-based tele operation systems, user-friendly 
natural interfaces are advantageous because those systems 
are intended to be used by non-experts. In developing 
user friendly interfaces, natural language communication is 
mandatory. This paper presents a system in which a sub-set of 
natural language is used to command a tele-robot manipulator 
doing an object sorting task. The paper discusses about 
referring to objects with natural language commands such 
as "pick the small red cube". This is achieved by learning 
individual lexical symbols that refer to colors, shapes, and 
sizes independently, and then inferring the meaning of a 
combination of them. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the last decade a new class of robots has been emerged. 
These Internet or Online Robots, provide users with Wlprece
dented experiences such as visiting museums, tending gardens, 
drawing pictures, etc. over the Internet. However, such sys
tems pose a number of technical challenges too. Unlike early 
telerobotic systems, these are used by non-specialists. There
fore, intuitive user interfaces and human-friendly control meth· 
ods are necessary. 

Using Internet as the medium of communication for tele
robots has become increasingly popular due to advantages such 
as, low cost, easy accessibility, easy maintenance, possibility 
of allowing public participation, etc. 

Since Intern!;:t based tele-robots are meant to be used by 
non-experts and the expected user base is very high and di
verse, the human-robot interaction should be as natural and 
user-friendly as possible. In most existing Internet based 
robotic systems [1][2)[3)[4][5J[6], user interaction with robot 
is via filling torms, selecting commands, clicking with mouse, 
etc. In contrast, a more user-friendly framework for tele
operation using natural language commands would be more 
appropriate. 

Table I: Grammar 

I Action I Article I Size 1 Color I Shape 

pick (the) small ted cube 
grab medium green cylinder 
take big blue 

Sanz et al. [7] proposed for the first time, the importance 
of using natural words to refer to objects in tele·operation sys
tems. However, there, the authors' concentration was on object 
recognition aspects. In contrast, this paper proposes a model 
for complete voice command understanding via lexical symbol 
learning. 

2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Overview of the system is shown in the Fig. I .  
O n  the object table, objects o f  different colors, shapes and 

sizes are placed. 
User can see the objects and can ask the robot to pick any 

object using a sub-set of the natural language. For example, 
user may say "pick the small red cube". Valid grammar is 
shown in the Table 1. Any combination of action, size, color, 
and shape would form a valid command. The article is op
tional. 

Ignoring the article, this type of a command can be analyzed 
as follows: 

command = < action> + < size..adjective > + 
< color..adjective > + < shape > 

= < action> + < size..adjective > + 
< colored object > 

< action > + < object > 

In order to perform the <action> on the <object>, the 
robot should be able to understand the action user intended 












